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Outsmart. Outpace. Outmaneuver Cyberattacks
Incident Response with Intelligent Orchestration

OVERVIEW
Introducing the next generation of incident response
– Intelligent Orchestration. Intelligent Orchestration
dramatically accelerates and sharpens response by
seamlessly combining incident case management,
orchestration, automation, and intelligence into a
single platform. It makes response proactive and
reactive, and helps improve both incident response
and SOC operations.
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Intelligent Orchestration helps organizations alleviate
the skills gap and other cyber security challenges
by infusing incident response with both human and
cyber intelligence and enabling faster, more accurate
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decision making for security teams.

IBM Resilient empowers
organizations to thrive in the face
of cyberattacks and business crises.

The Resilient Incident Response Platform (IRP),
now with Intelligent Orchestration, is a force
multiplier for your security team, driving down
your mean time to resolution.
Today, Resilient is at the heart of more than
300 security operations centers in more than
40 countries.
For more information on the IBM Resilient
IRP, schedule a demonstration today:
www.resilientsystems.com/demo

Features and Benefits:
With Intelligent Orchestration, security teams can achieve
real-time visibility across their SOC tools, quick time to value,
and guided response that empowers them to outsmart,
outpace, and outmaneuver cyberattacks.

Outsmart cyber threats with the unique
combination of human and cyber intelligence
Intelligent Orchestration – Accelerates and sharpens response
•

Human intelligence and tribal knowledge unlocked and
captured in expert IR playbooks

•

Automated enrichment that delivers critical incident insight
to analysts instantly

www.resilientsystems.com
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Case management and reporting – Enables complete
SOC and c-level visibility across your tools and continual
IR improvement
•

Real-time incident dashboards and metrics that help
security managers assess, measure, and improve IR
capabilities

•

Robust executive-level reporting that makes it easy
to communicate with the c-suite and boardroom

Outpace cyberattacks through orchestration
and automation across SOC tools
Automation – Eliminates routine tasks and enables
analysts to focus on more strategic priorities
•

Feature-rich functional components that make
automated actions reusable with minimal coding

•

Integrations available on the IBM Security App
Exchange for immediate download and use

•

Drag-and-drop visual workflow editor that helps
team quickly build IR workflows of all types – from
simple to complex

Partner Ecosystem and Developer Community –
Makes building and deploying integrations faster and
easier than ever
•

Enterprise-grade integrations with technology
partners provide fast time-to-value of security
investments

•

Developer tools and documentation allows
teams to quickly and easily build and deploy
custom integrations

Outmaneuver cyberattacks with agile and
adaptive Dynamic Playbooks and guided response
Dynamic Playbooks – Provides agile response that aligns to
real-time incident data
•

Adaptive IR workflows that automatically adjust as an
incident unfolds

•

Visual drag-and-drop playbook editor that combines people,
processes, and integrations

Guided Response – Ensures the right person has the right
information at the right time
•

Best practices-based incident response playbooks that
guide analysts through an expert-level response

•

Automated enrichment that provides critical incident data,
enabling faster and more accurate decision making

“With Resilient, our time to respond to an emerging
threat went from 84 minutes to under two minutes.”
— DIRECTOR OF CYBER SECURITY,
GLOBAL PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY

“The longest part of the incident response workflow
was the analysis and triage on the incidents. Resilient
effectively reduced the effort involved by over 80%”
— “THE TOTAL ECONOMIC IMPACT™ OF IBM RESILIENT,”
FORRESTER RESEARCH

ABOUT IBM RESILIENT
IBM Resilient is the industry’s leader in helping organizations thrive in the face of any cyberattack or business
crisis. IBM Resilient’s proven Incident Response Platform (IRP) empowers security teams to analyze, respond to, and
mitigate incidents faster, more intelligently, and more efficiently. The Resilient IRP is the industry’s only platform with
Intelligent Orchestration, enabling teams to integrate and automate people, processes, and technologies in a single,
open incident response hub. With Resilient, security teams can have best-in-class response capabilities. IBM Resilient
has 300 global customers, including 60 of the Fortune 500, and hundreds of partners globally.
Learn more at www.resilientsystems.com.
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